
 

CLEAN AIR DAY 

POSTER (KS2) AND BANNER (KS3) COMPETITION INFORMATION 

Thank you for participating in Clean Air Day 2022. Below you will find all the information you need 

to support your pupils to enter the Small Steps make Big Change poster and banner competition. 

 

THE COMPETITIONS 

Encourage your pupils to use their creative skills to create promotional materials based on the small 

steps they can take to keep our air clean. We are asking KS2 to create a poster based on ONE of the 

small steps. We are asking KS3 to create a gate banner encompassing all five of the small steps to 

big change. 

 

Our five small steps to big change are: 

 

LEAVE THE CAR AT HOME: Encourage people to 

think before they drive. Can they try walking, 

scooting or cycling instead? 

PARK AND STRIDE: Encourage drivers to make 

their journeys shorter and avoid polluting traffic 

by trying Park and Stride. Show them how Park 

and Stride is good for clean air.  

SWITCH ENGINES OFF: Encourage drivers to 

switch off their engines when stopped. Tell them 

how switching off helps to keep our air clean. 

HELP NATURE: Encourage others to plant trees, 

hedges and climbing plants and tell them how it 

helps to tackle air pollution. 

SPREAD THE WORD: Show how sharing 

knowledge and encouraging others to change 

their behaviour can help keep our air clean. 

 

HOW TO ENTER KS2 POSTER COMPETITION 

- Ask pupils to complete their designs on portrait, plain A4 paper. 

- School staff to select the best posters for each theme (maximum two per theme).  

- Scan and save each poster, titling each with the pupil’s first name, second name initial, 

class, year group and school name.  

 

HOW TO ENTER THE KS3 BANNER COMPETITION 

- Ask pupils to complete their designs on landscape, plain A4 paper. 

- School staff can enter up to ten banners per school. 

- Scan and save each banner, titling each with the pupil’s first name, second name initial, 

class, year group and school name.  

 

COMPETITION FOR SCHOOLS 

- For a chance to win a Flow Air Quality Sensor for your school, create an exhibition with all 

the pupils’ designs to share with the school community. This could be done on a webpage, 

newsletter or in school. 

- Save and title the photo/screenshot or document evidencing the exhibition with the 

School name and CAD 2022 Competition. 

 

SUBMISSION AND DEADLINE 

- Enter the banner/poster/school exhibition competitions via the Clean Air Day webpage. 

- Last submissions to all competitions accepted by Friday 1 July 2022. 

https://plumelabs.com/en/flow/
https://myjourneyhampshire.com/education/air-quality-for-schools/clean-air-day-schools/

